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MATHEMATICS 
CONVERGENT SEQUENCES IN SEQUENCE SPACES 
BY 
M. DORLEIJN 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of January 26, 1957) 
In the theory of sequence spaces, given by KoTHE and ToEPLITZ [l ], 
and ALLEN [2], spaces o.: are considered, the points of which are sequences 
x = (x11 x2 , ••• ) with coordinates xi which are complex numbers. The dual 
00 
space o.: * of o.: is the set of all points u = ( uv u2 , ••• ) with I I u,x, I < oo 
i~l 
for every x = (xv x2, ••• ) E o.:. 
We consider sequences x<l), x<21 , ... of points x<"1 = (xi"1, x~nl, ... ) E o.: and 
recall the following definitions. The sequence is called coordinate con-
vergent with limit x = (xv x2 , •.• ), if xf"1 --+xi for n --+ oo (i ~ l ). 
The sequence is called o.:-{1-bounded, resp. o.:-{1-convergent (/l~o.:*), 
00 
if the sequence of numbers u~ = I x~"lu, for every u= (uv u2, ••• ) E p is 
i~l 
bounded resp. convergent. The sequence is called strongly o.:- p-convergent 
if for every p-P* -bounded set U in p and to every 8 > 0 corresponds a 
00 
number N(8, U) such that I luk(xf."1 -xl.m1)1 ~8 for every u E U and 
k~l 
n, m~N(8, U). The space o.: is called normal, if for every x Eo.: the points 
y with IYil~lx,l also belong too.:. The space o.: is called perfect if o.:**=o.:. 
We will say (o.:, p) has the property 0, if every o.:-{1-bounded sequence 
of o.: which is coordinate convergent, is o.:-{1-convergent too (p~o.:*). 
Now it is not true that for every couple (o.:, p) the property 0 holds. 
If however the sequence space o.: is perfect and if we put p = o.: *, a neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the above property is that every point u 
in o.:* is the strong o.:*-o.:**-limit of its sections (uv u2, ••• , u,., 0, 0, ... ) [3]. 
In [l] and [2] it has been proved that this condition is sufficient in the 
case that o.:G,cp (cp is the space of all finite sequences). 
In the proofs of those theorems the fact that p = o.:* is essentially used. 
The intention of this paper is to find for p a necessary and sufficient 
condition such that for every couple (o.:, p) (o.: ~ cp, p normal) the property 
0 holds. We use a lemma which is a special case of the theorem, proved 
for P=o.:* in [1] (§ 5, theorem 2): the normal cover 1 ) of an o.:-{1-bounded 
set 2) is o.:- p bounded. This theorem is also true for p ~ o.:* p normal and 
the proof can be given in the same way. 
1 ) The normal cover of a set s is the smallest normal set containing s. 
2) The definition of IX - P-boundedness for sets is analoguous to that for 
sequences. 
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§ l. We give the following definitions of the sets cx' and ci corresponding 
to a given sequence space cx. 
Definition l. The set cx', associated with cx, is the set V of sequences 
u which have the following property: to every u of V there exists at 
least one sequence of positive integers ni (n1 <ni+1, i= l, 2, ... ) such 
that to every x E cx corresponds a number M = M(u, x) > 0 with 
(l) (i=1,2, ... ) 
Definition 2. The set ei, coniugated with cx, is the set of all those points 
I ... +1 I u E cx', such that for every sequence ni, for which . L u; X; < M 
,~ .. ,+1 
(M depending on u and x) also holds 
"Hl 
(2) lim. L U;X;=O for every x E cx. 
o-+oo ;~n1+1 
Theorem 1. The set cx' is normal, if cx is normal. 
Proof. If u=(uvu2 , ... ) Ecx' and x=(xvx2, ... ) Ecx, then since cx is 
normal, y = (Yv y2, •.• ) E cx, if we put Y; = x;~~;l if U; =F 0, and Y; = 0 if u1 = 0. 
' It follows from definition 1 that there exists to u a sequence of suffixes 
n, such that 
Hence 
I "!1 U;Y;I<M=M(u,y)=M1(u,x)(i=1,2, ... ). ;-..,+1 
I "!1 I U; I X; I = I "il U; Y; I < M. i~n1+1 i=n;+1 
From this it follows that v= (lu1 1, lu21, ... ) E cx'. Let now u= (ut, u2, ... ) E tx' 
and let w be a sequence with lwil~luil· To v=(iu1l,lu2I, ... )Etx' there 
exists a sequence ni, such that for an arbitrary point x of cx yields 
I i:~}u; I X; I < M' (M' depends on v and x), thus since cx is normal, there 
"i+1 
exists a number M;> 0 such that L iu;ilx;l <M;. Hence 
i~ni+1 
This means wE cx', i.e. cx' is normal. 
Proof. The proof immediately follows from the definitions of cx*, ei 
and cx'. 
Lemma. Let cx be a sequence space and cx~q;. If {x!">} (n= 1, 2, ... ) 1s 
256 
an ~-P-bounded sequence of points x<n)=(x~"),x~"), ... ) e~ (p;;;;;,~*, p 
normal), then to every u= (uv u2, ••• ) e p there exists a number 
M =M(u, {x<")})>O such for that every sequence of integers 
mi(mi<mi+v i= 1, 2, ... ) 
and for every subsequence ni of n 
The proof follows from the above mentioned theorem that the normal 
cover of a bounded set is bounded. 
Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that for every couple 
(~, {1) (~;;:;;q;, P normal) the property 0 holds, is P' =P. 
Proof. a) we first wish to prove that the condition is necessary. Let 
x be an arbitrary point of P' and let ni (i= 1, 2, ... ) (ni<ni+1) be a 
sequence of suffixes such that for every u of p 
(3) (i=1,2, ... ) 
where M depends of u and x. 
We construct the sequence of points y<i) = (y~i), y~), ... ) in this way: 
(4) { y~) = xk for k = ni + 1, ni + 2, ... , ni+l y~) = 0 in the other cases. (i= 1, 2, ... ) 
Since ~;;:;; q; the points belong to lX. It directly follows from (3) that the 
sequence {y<i)} is ~-P-boundeQ.. It is obvious that the sequence {y<i)} 
is coordinate convergent. By supposition {y<i)} is ~- P-convergent. Thus 
"" uy<i) = .2 UkY~) is convergent for i --+ oo, for every u of p. From the 
k=l 
construction of y<i) and from the test for convergence of sequences 1) it 
follows that 
"t+I 
lim .2 ui xi = 0 for every u of p, 
HOO i=n;+l 
i.e. x belongs top. Hence p';;;;;,p. Since p';;:;;p, it follows that P'=P. 
b) We now proof that the condition is sufficient. 
Let {x<n)} be an ~-P-bounded sequence of points of ~(p;;;;;,~*), which is 
coordinate convergent and let be P' = p. 
We first prove that to every u of p and e > 0 there exists an integer 
k=k(e,u)>O and a number N=N(e,u)>O such that 
I .. ~ ui (x}P) -x}11)) I < e j=k (5) for p, q>N 
1) See [2], 10, 2, I. 
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For, if (5) is not true, there is an u of {3, such that there exists a sequence 
of numbers k, and a sequence of pairs of numbers Pi and q, 
(p; <PHl• qi<qi+l) 
such that 
(6) I ~ u;(xjP•>-xjq•>)I>E (i=I,2, ... ) 
i~k;+l 
Since by the supposition {x(">} is coordinate convergent, 
(7) (j=I,2, ... ) 
00 
Hence we can suppose that ki<ki+l· Since the sequences 2 u1xJ"1 
i-1 
(n= I, 2, ... ) are convergent, it follows from (6) that there exists a 
sequence of integers l, > k, such that for hi~ l, 
I ,i u; (xjP;> - x}q'>) I > E i~k,+l (8) (i= I, 2, ... ) 
In connection with (6) and (8) it is possible to suppose that 
(9) (i= I, 2, ... ) 
By the lemma it is true for the sequence k, that to every u of f3 there 
exists a number M =M(u, x(n>) > 0 such that 
We now construct the point x= (xv x2, ••• ) in this way: 
X;=Xj~•>-xjq;>,k,+ I ~j ~ki+l } 
X;=O J ;;:;;.k1 
(i=I,2, ... ) 
It follows from (IO) and from the definition of {3', that xis a point of {3'. 
Since by the supposition {3' = p, is 
kl+l kt+l 
lim 2 u; X;= lim 2 u; (xjP,>- xJq'>) = 0 for every u of f3. 
i_,.oo i~k1+1 i_,.oo i=k1+1 
This contradiction to (9) proves (5). It follows from (5) directly, since 
x(nJ is coordinate convergent that x(n> is lX- {3-convergent. 
§ 2. We now for several special sequence spaces give the associated 
and conjugated sets. 
Theorem 4. w' =w=w* =cp. 
Proof. It is clear that w*=cp. Hence w'~cp. If w'>cp then w' contains 
a point u = (uv u2, ••• ) with a sequence of coordinates u,.. such that u,.. =F 0. 
• • 
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Obviously to every sequence n, there exists a point x of w with 
I "Hl I ~im . 1 U;X; =00, 
1~00 7=1ti+l 
i.e. u does not belong to w'. Hence w' ;;;,cp. By theorem 2 w' =w=w* =cp. 
Theorem 5. cp'=cp=cp*=w. 
Proof. The theorem immediately follows from the fact that the coordi-
nates of every point of cp from a certain index are zero. 
Theorem 6. For the space a,(r~ 1) (the space of all sequences x such 
00 
that 1/x;/' converges) is true: a;=O',=a00 •1) 
i-1 
Proof. a) If u is a point of a; not belonging to a00 , then u, contains 
a subsequence u,.. such that 
• 
(11) 
By theorem 1 a; is normal (since a, is normal), thus a; contains the point 
v=(v1, v2, .•• ) with V;=ju;l· 
We now construct the point x = (xv x2, ••• ) with 
(12) 
Now 
By (12) 
(13) 
x"'1= ~and X;=O if j=ftcx, 
2;: 
00 00 ""1 11 X; /' = 1/x .. 1 /' = ~ 2J , thus x belongs to a,. 
i=l i=l i=l 
"o+l 
It follows from (13) that for every sequence n, 1 V;X; is not bounded. 
i=n0+1 
It follows that v does not belong to a;. Hence 
(14) 
If now u is a point of a00 , then ju;/ <N(u). Since lim x1= 0 for x of a, it is 
1-+00 
true that ju1x1j <M(u, x). This means u belongs to a;. Hence 
(15) 
It follows from (14) and (15) that a;= aOO" 
b) Since a,~a; it follows from (14) that 
(16) 
1) Goo is the space of all bounded sequences. 
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If now u is a point of G00 =a;, and if there is a sequence n1 such that 
ni+l L uix;/ <M for every x of a, (M depends on u and x), but there exists 
; =ni+ 1 
11i+ 1 
a point x of a, such that lim L U;X; =1- 0, then there is a subsequence 
i-+oo i=ni+l 
p; such that 
( 17) 
00 
Since L Jx;J• converges, it is possible to find a subsequence (q2;, q2i+ 1) of 
i=1 
(p2i, p2i+ 1) such that 
Y =2i·x y =2i·x y =2i·x 02;+1 02;+1• a2;+2 02; +2• • · · • 021+1 o2i+l 
and so that 
converges. 
Then z with 
00 112i+l-(l2i 
L L / Yo2;+J 12 
i=l i=l 
Zo2;+i=Yo2;+i (1 ~j <q2i+1 -q2i) 
and Z; = 0 in the other cases is a point of a,. 
021+1 
It follows from (17) that L U;Z; is not bounded, i.e. u is not a point 
i=o2;+1 
of Goo• Hence a,-~aoo. Hence by (16) a.= Goo. 
Theorem 7. For the space a0 (the space of all null sequences) we have 
a~= ao =Goo· 
Proof. The proof can be given analogously to the proof of theorem 6. 
Theorem 8. a;,.,=1-a00 • 
Proof. The point x= (1, 1, ... ) belongs to a;,., and to a00 • It follows that 
x does not belong to a00 • 
Theorem 9. For the space a (the space of all convergent sequences) 
we have a' =1- a. 
Proof. As the proof of theorem 8. 
Theorem 10. For the space E,(r>O) (the space of all sequences x 
such that Jxk/~A k• for every k), we have E;=1-.E,. 
Proof. The point u={1/k'} is a point of E; as /(1/k')xk/~(1/k')Ak•=A 
11i+1 
for every x of E,. The point y = {k'} is a point of E,. Since lim L U;Y; =1- 0 
for every sequence n;, u is not a point of E,. 
Theorem 11. For the space F,(r>O) (the space of all sequences {x~.:} 
00 
such that L k•Jx~.:/ converges) we have F;=F,=E,. 
k=1 
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Proof. Since F:=E, 1) it follows by theorem 2 that F;~E,. Let now 
u be a point of F;, not belonging to E,. Then I u ... l ~ s,IXr with lim s, = oo. 
1 i-+00 
In this case there is a subsequence u13i of u; such that lu13;1~22i,Bj. Since 
F; is normal (F, is normal) we can suppose u; ~ 0. We construct the point 
x such that x13 . = -f-.-, and X;= 0 if j =/= fJ;· Since 1 fJJx13. = 1 ~ , x belongs 
' 2 f3; i ~ 1 1 i -1 2 
to F,. 
Now I u13i x13i I ~ 2i. Hence, since u; ~ 0 and X;~ 0, for every sequence n. 
ni+1 
.I U;X; is not bounded. Hence F;=E,. Since E,-;;;;.F,-;;;;.F; it follows 
i-ni+1 
F;=F,=E,. 
§ 3. Applications. 
Theorem 12. Every (IX, w) (1X~cp, IX*=w) has the property 0. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the theorems 3 and 4. 
Theorem 13. Every (1X,cp) (1X~cp) has the property 0. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the theorems 3 and 5. 
Theorem 14. Every (IX, a,) (1X~cp, r~l, a,-;;;;.IX*) has the property 0. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the theorems 3 and 6. 
Theorem 15. Every (IX, a0) (1X~cp, a0-;;;;.1X*) has the property 0. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the theorems 3 and 7. 
Theorem 16. Every (IX, F,) (1X~cp, r>O, F,-;;;;.IX*) has the property 0. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the theorems 3 and 11. 
Theorem I 7. It is not true that every (ex:, a00 ) (ex:~ cp, a00 -;;;;. ex:*) has the 
property 0. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the theorems 3 and 8. 
Theorem 18. It is not true that every (ex:, a) (1X~cp, a-;;;;.IX*) has the 
property 0. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the theorems 3 and 9. 
Theorem 19. It is not true that every (ex:, E,) (cx:~cp, r>O, E,-;;;;.IX*) 
has the property 0. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the theorems 3 and 10. 
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